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The Pantiles hosts a 48hour Magic Marathon for Multiple Sclerosis
Local professional magician, Adam Smith has a passion for magic that runs deep. His skill and charisma has earnt him
audiences with many celebrities including Kate Moss, Jude Law Rio Ferdinand and Dame Kelly Homes, just to name a
few. This summer, he will be performing his greatest act to date, an astounding 48hours of non-stop magic on the
Pantiles Bandstand. Starting on the 7th August at mid-day and finishing on the 9th at the same time, Adam will only
be leaving the bandstand for comfort breaks. Such an incredible feat of skill and endurance warrants a special
reason. Adam has just that.
Adam explains ‘When I was 13 my mum Sue was diagnosed with MS and to see your mum go from the active lady
she was, to being in a wheelchair almost overnight was heart-breaking. Although my mum was confined to a
wheelchair she never let it stop her being the most caring outgoing fun mum she had always been and never showed
my sister and myself the pain and anguish she was in.”
He continues “My mum has been through so much over the past 30 years and never once complained and has been
the most amazing Mother, Grandmother, great grandmother and friend anyone could be. Seeing her with my
children makes me smile all the time and I know how much the children inspire her and keep her going through the
pain. My mum is always there for me through fun times and tough times helping, caring and even just being there to
listen. I can never thank her enough. So I am doing a 48hr magic marathon to raise money for MS to help support
and hopefully one day find a cure for this crippling disease.”
Adam will be on the Bandstand on the Pantiles in Tunbridge Wells from 12pm Sunday 7th August until 12pm
Tuesday 9th August 2016, so pop along and see some magic and help him raise money for this amazing charity.
Adam will be joined by a plethora of other street entertainers and attractions throughout the 48 hours. There will
also be a raffle with some amazing prizes drawn after the marathon has finished on Tuesday. It promises to be
entertainment for the whole family with something for everybody. So join Adam at The Pantiles on the 7th, 8th and
9th of August for some spell binding fun and help raise some money for a great cause.
Learn more about MS @ www.mssociety.org.uk
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About
Targetfollow (Pantiles) Limited is part of the Targetfollow Group of companies. Targetfollow Group Limited are
Property Asset Management specialists and offer a full range of property services to maximise the value of both their
own investments and those of their strategic partners. Their dedicated team of experts fully appreciate the value of
the urban space which surrounds a property; the many different stakeholders who have an interest in the built
environment; and how properties are constructed, maintained and enhanced.
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